Control in the Board Room

High Performance Lighting and Controls Solutions for Today’s Dynamic Spaces

DIM THE LIGHTS, LOWER THE SCREEN and shades before watching that big sales presentation, or keep the lights bright while reviewing critical financial reports. Board meetings, sales pitches — even impromptu staff gatherings — are always on message with Fresco.

Fresco Touchscreen manages lighting for today’s architectural spaces, putting the user confidently in control. Distinguished by its visual appeal and cognitive design, Fresco directly incorporates nLight® devices and controls traditional light sources, LED, RGB and tunable white. Built-in Bluetooth® wireless technology connects with handheld devices. Fresco Touchscreen integrates with building management systems (BMS) through BACnet/IP to trigger scenes and set levels for zones, channels and groups.
• Distribute and control different lighting technologies using nLight power packs
• Manually activate pre-programmed scenes from the Fresco RB Station
• Control additional scenes, lighting intensity or other lighting channels from the Fresco Touchscreen
• Automatically control lighting levels with nLight occupancy or daylighting sensors
• Control third-party motorized shades and allow AV systems to interface with the Fresco network using Fresco AVI
• Wirelessly control lighting with Fresco mobile app

Alternate functionality is available.